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Is sports betting legal in Rhode Island?
Technically, sports betting was approved by voters in a 2012 referendum asking i

f the state&#39;s two casinos should be allowed to offer gambling (sports bettin) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 336 Td (g included).

And so, the state decided to create new legislation in 2018 for a sports betting

 budget complete with language to formally legalize sports betting.
Daily Fantasy Sports and horse racing betting are also allowed in the state, tho

ugh the former is not considered legal.
 Neither side can come to an agreement, but since there is no formal legislation

 in regard to fantasy sports, it remains allowed in Rhode Island.Retail Sportsbo
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 Twin River also has a second sportsbook on weekends next to the simulcast theat

er on the third floor in addition to an auxiliary betting area on the second flo
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Read More Sports Betting Q&amp;As
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